
Ende Gelände (EG) Climate camp (CC)

Time Topic Method Goal Topic Method Moderation

Friday

From
16:00

Task groups working 
(EG)

Task groups (TG) TGs have time for 
exchange

Task groups working 
(CC) (optional)

none

From
18:30 Dinner: check in (responsible: Kitchen)

19:30 –
21:00

Presenting the agenda
for the weekend, 
technical stuff, getting
to know each other, 
updates from the TGs

Round of 
introductions by Tgs 
(only state of the art,
no questions, rather 
short), warm-up 
games, 
big plenary for all 

People get an 
overview of what 
happens where, 
how the process is 
organised and who 
is part of it 

<------- <------ <-----

After
wards Pub: Stitting, Hanging, Dancing; informal exchange, socialising; 

Offer for fresh people: Q&A with a refreshing drink



Ende Gelände (EG) Climate camp (CC)

Time Topic Method Goal Topic Method Moderation

Saturday

From
08:30 Breakfast: Getting up, starting the day; (responsible: Kitchen)

09:45  Input from moderation
team (5-10 inutes, 
Moderation-team)

 discussing appearance
of action (60 Minuten,
Moderation, action-
TG)

 FLTI-Input (15 minutes,
working group)

Plenary Ende 
Gelände

money: paid for jobs, 
solidarity fund: 
discussion in the basis 
of concrete budget 
plan.
Pros and Cons; What 
does money to us?
( / social movements?)

Plenary 
Climate 
camp

Malo + ?

11:15 –
11:30

Break

11:30 –
13:15

Discussing the call (45
minutes, Working 
group call)

Budget (30 minutes, 
budget TG)

 organising the action 
prep (nonsmoking, 
etc.; events for 
mobilisation; ???)

Plenary Ende 
Gelände

Discussing 
proposals for 
consensus, evt. 
decisions; 
otherwise forming 
working groups for 
further dicussion of
proposals

1.) money: starting to 
discuss needs; if 
possible distibution

2.) topics to be found

3.) Yoga/feelgood:)

4.) awareness ???

Working 
groups CC

1.) Malo + ?

2.) ?

3.) ?

4.) ?

13:15 –
14:30

Lunch: (Kitchen)



14:30 –
16:15

Topics, that should be 
discussed with both 
organisational 
processes (EG + CC)

Working grups / task 
groups; if groups 
want to have 
feedback by the 
plenary → protocols!

Exchange between 
both processes

shared working time
(EG + CC) <-------

or CC-only task groups
if no exchange needed

Working
groups
<------

keine

16:15 –
16:30

Break: Coffee – Kitchen?

16:30 –
17:30

Several topics (e.g. 
working on proposals 
for consensus, 
technical support, etc.)

Working groups, 
maybe divided by 
process (EG - CC) awareness???

<------

Working
groups
<------ <------

17:40 –
18:45

Feedback from 
working groups to the 
plenary (moderation 
has to check what 
should get some time 
on sunday); depending
on progress hearing 
first proposals for 
consensus (e.g. action 
concept)

Big plenary Synthesis of the 
day and outlook for
tomorrow

<------- <------ <-----

From
19:00

Dinner and Party: eating and drinking, 
exchange, individua or shared reflection, having a good time; (Kitchen and ???)



Ende Gelände (EG) Climate camp (CC)

Time Topic Method Goal Topic Method Moderation

Sunday

10:00
Continuing the 
working groups it 
necessary (40 
minutes), presentation
and discussion of our 
publicity vision (30-45 
minutes); press TG 
wants to have 
feedback for two 
questions

Working groups, 
Plenary Ende 
Gelände

evt. Decisions about:  
motto and daily 
structue (Programme 
TG); Feedback for:
narrative (publicity 
TG); evt. sanitation 
(Infrastructure TG)

Whats next?

Plenary 
Klimacamp

11:30 Evt. decisions, 
(consensu about 
action concept and 
call)
shared conclusion

Großes Plenum?

same

13:00
Lunch and clean-up; (Kitchen and all)


